Course Descriptions

Level 1: Data Center Essentials
This training helps ICT professionals build a solid foundation of data center knowledge they can rely on to successfully manage data center projects. Belden’s data center specialists share what they know about the characteristics that make data center projects unique, as well as the intricacies of handling projects correctly from start to finish.

Level 2: Data Center Design Considerations
Focused on systems and products, that when deployed properly, provide solutions to customer problems. Provides a detailed approach to designing the right Belden products into environments to achieve outcomes outlined in the “Project Planning” segment in Level 1, highlighting how to design, plan for and implement Belden’s stickiest and most differentiating products.

Course Registration
Enroll in training on learn.belden.com.

Note: BICSI certifications are offered for a limited period of time. Please check course description to see if continuing education credits are available at the time of your taking the course.